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(OLLYWOODLEGENDS2ICHARD"URTONAND%LIZABETH4AYLORMARRIEDTWICE4HEIRFIRSTMARRIAGELASTEDFORTENYEARS  
ANDTHEIRSECONDMARRIAGEHAPPENEDVERYSUDDENLY MONTHSAFTERTHEIRDIVORCE4HEYDIVORCEDAGAINTHENEXTYEAR
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giving a trust breach isn’t easy.
Stern says, “When trust is
betrayed, it takes time, serious
commitment, forgiveness (the
hardest of all) and the help of a
skilled therapist. That’s a tall
order, but you’d be amazed how
many couples transcend their
anger and give it another go.”
If getting back together is on
the mind of both partners, relationship counselling is a must,
agree the experts. Diana
Parkinson, a London-based counsellor, says counselling sessions
give the couple the opportunity
to explore openly, honestly and
safely, the issues that caused the
break-up. “It’s vital for them to
have this understanding. If the
couple undergoes counselling
individually, while apart, they
may find they are in a better position to understand and forgive
their ex for what went wrong.
Understanding and forgiveness do
not necessarily mean they get
back together. Forgiveness also
plays a crucial part in being able
to remarry.”

7HENTRUSTISBETRAYED 
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4HEYTHECOUPLE MUST
PROCESSTHEHEARTACHE
ANDASSESSWHATSBEEN
LOSTBEFOREATTEMPTINGTO
CREATEANYTHINGNEW
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In an interview dated July 2012,
Rajev admitted he wasn’t demonstrative about how he felt about
her. They didn’t hold hands in
public, and he didn’t surprise her
with gifts. “Men should be
demonstrative in their love for a
woman. And that goes for every
married man,” he said.
Winter says this is a good sign.
“In order for a couple to reunite
after divorce, they must have
gone though their own internal
changes. They need to have
directly addressed issues that tore
them apart in the first place.

)FTHECOUPLEUNDERGOES
COUNSELLINGINDIVIDUALLY 
THEYMAYFINDTHEYAREIN
ABETTERPOSITIONTO
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Individual growth needs to occur
in order to become a new version
of one’s self. In doing this, the
energy of ‘what was’ shifts to
‘what is now possible’.
Both partners need to see the
other with ‘new eyes’ in order to
create a new relationship.
“Whatever resentments lay at the
core of the separation, must be reexamined,” she adds, stressing
that it’s important for couples to
take time off before re-entering
any partnership, to process all
that has occurred. “A divorce
leads to internal emotional scars.
They must process the heartache
and assess what’s been lost before
attempting to create anything
new.”
Counselling also tutors couples
in communication. “Letting the
other know if they are upset rather than letting resentment build
up. Little things like saying ‘thank
you’, and not going to bed without resolving an argument, show
the other that you care. “Even if
this relationship (Delnaaz and
Rajev’s) has no future, I hope that
both of them never give up on
love. Love is everything,” says
Winter.
A word of caution from Stern
— Unless your spouse is verbally
or physically abusive or a danger
to your safety and well being, you
owe it to yourself to quieten any
doubts before considering remarrying. There are no guarantees.
But there never were. “If, after
serious consideration, you decide
to go for it, do so with eyes open
wide. Else, move on with grace.
Trust yourself to do the right
thing, be it wishing, hoping, fantasising, trying, starting over or
walking away with greater conviction. There is no right or wrong.
And trust that you will love
again.”
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!REFINALLYMARRIED BUTTHEYHADSPLITIN
AFTERBEINGTOGETHERFORFOURYEARS
,AST3EPTEMBER THECOUPLEGOTBACKAND
*USTINPOPPEDTHEQUESTION
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2EMARRIEDFIRSTWIFE!NUPAMAIN
4HECOUPLELIVEWITHTHEIRSON ANDTWO
SONSFROM!NUPAMASPREVIOUSMARRIAGE

&),--!+%23!.*!9'504!'OT
BACKWITHWIFE!NURADHAWHOMHEHAD
DIVORCEDIN CITINGTHEIRSON3HIV
AANSHASTHEONETOHAVEBROUGHTTHEM
TOGETHER
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3PARKSFLEWWHENTHETWOWEREUNDERGRADSANDTHEYWERETOGETHERTILL4HEY
TEMPORARILYPARTEDWAYSINANAMICABLESPLIT ONLYTOGETTOGETHERANDMARRY

HILEFASHIONISTASMIGHTSCOFFAT
THISCOMEBACK MEREMORTALS
AREREJOICINGTHERETURNOFTHE
KITTENHEEL!CERTAINLADYCALLED
-ICHELLE/BAMA ANDBRANDS-OSCHINO 
&ERRAGAMOCROCODILESKINKITTENHEELS 
AND6ALENTINOSTUDDEDKITTENHEELS ARE
CREDITEDWITHBRINGINGTHEKITTENHEEL
BACKTOTHERAMP
3HOEDESIGNER.AYANTARA3OODOF4A
RAMAYTELLSYOUHOWTOWEARITRIGHT
)TSIMPOSSIBLEFORWOMENTOWEAR
FOUR INCHHEELSTOWORK ESPECIALLYIN
-UMBAIWHEREWEUSEPUBLICTRANSPORT
4HETO INCHKITTENHEELISTHESAV
IOUR7HATSINTERESTINGISTHATTHISTIME 
ITSNOTSHOWINGOFFITSPREVIOUSDAINTY 
FEMININEAVATAR)TSNOWCALLEDTHEDEMI
ORSTOCKYHEELANDHASTAKENONANEDGI
ERFORM4HEHEELSAREINABLOCK STILETTO
DESIGN INAROUNDSHAPELIKETHE$RIES
6AN.OTENSPRINGPAIRINPICTURE 
ANDEVENCOMEINBOOTIES'IVENCHY .O
LONGERRESTRICTEDTOFLORALPRINTS THEY
NOWCOMEINPATENTANDSTUDDED LIKE
WITHTHE6ALENTINODESIGNINPICTURE 
7HICHONLYMEANS
THATYOUSHOULDPAIRIT
WITHALESSGIRLIELOOK
4AKETHEPLUNGEAND
WEARKNEE HIGH
SOCKSWITHKITTEN
HEELS7EARTAILORED
SEPARATESORASHIRT
WITHANOVER SIZEDBLAZ

ER7IDE LEGGEDPANTSTOOAREAGREATOP
TIONWITHTHETIPOFALEOPARDPRINTKITTEN
HEEL:ARA PEEKINGOUT
)FYOUMUSTWEARAFEMININELOOK TRY
ASEXYSUMMERDRESS PENCILSKIRTORAN
ABOVE THE KNEEFLARESKIRT.OTHING
TOOCUTESY9OUDONTWANTTOLOOK
LIKEYOUAREMAKINGUPFORTHEPROM
YOUMISSED INYOURS
+EEPTHEEMBELLISHMENTSTO
AMINIMUM!TINYBOW#HRIS
TIAN,OUBOUTIN ORSMALLSTUDS
*ASON7U WORKBETTER
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&ORTHOSEWHOAREMILDLYSLEEPDEPRIVED 
LONGERHOURSOFSNOOZINGHELPSPROMOTE
DAYTIMEALERTNESSANDREDUCESPAIN
SENSITIVITY SAYSAN!MERICANSTUDY
g7EWERESURPRISEDBYTHEMAGNI
TUDEOFTHEREDUCTIONINPAINSENSITIVITY 
WHENCOMPAREDTOTHEREDUCTIONPRO
DUCEDBYTAKINGCODEINECOUGHSUP
PRESSANTANDPAIN KILLER uSAID4IMOTHY
2OEHRS DIRECTOROFRESEARCHATTHE
3LEEP$ISORDERSAND2ESEARCH#ENTREOF
(ENRY&ORD(EALTH3YSTEM WHOALSOLED
THESTUDY
4HESTUDYINVOLVEDAGROUPOF
HEALTHY PAIN FREEVOLUNTEERS4HEYWERE
RANDOMLYASSIGNEDTOFOURNIGHTSOFEI
THERMAINTAININGTHEIRHABITUALSLEEP
TIMEOREXTENDINGTHEIRSLEEPTIMEBY
SPENDINGHOURSINBEDPERNIGHT THE
JOURNAL3,%%0REPORTS/BJECTIVEDAY
TIMESLEEPINESSWASMEASUREDUSING

THEMULTIPLESLEEPLATENCYTEST-3,4 
ANDPAINSENSITIVITYWASASSESSEDUSING
ARADIANTHEATSTIMULUS ACCORDINGTOA
(ENRY&ORDSTATEMENT
2ESULTSSHOWTHATTHEEXTENDED
SLEEPGROUPSLEPTHOURSMOREPER
NIGHTTHANTHEHABITUALSLEEPGROUP4HIS
NIGHTLYINCREASEINSLEEPTIMEDURINGTHE
FOUREXPERIMENTALNIGHTSWASCORRELATED
WITHINCREASEDDAYTIMEALERTNESS WHICH
WASTIEDTOLESSPAINSENSITIVITY
)NTHEEXTENDEDSLEEPGROUP THE
LENGTHOFTIMEBEFOREPARTICIPANTSRE
MOVEDTHEIRFINGERFROMARADIANTHEAT
SOURCEINCREASEDBYPERCENT REFLECT
INGAREDUCTIONINPAINSENSITIVITY
4HISISTHEFIRSTSTUDYTOSHOWTHAT
EXTENDEDSLEEPINMILDLY CHRONICALLY
SLEEPDEPRIVEDVOLUNTEERSREDUCESTHEIR
PAINSENSITIVITY4HERESULTS COMBINED
WITHDATAFROMPREVIOUSRESEARCH SUG
GESTTHATINCREASEDPAINSENSITIVITYIN
SLEEPYINDIVIDUALSISTHERESULTOFTHEIR
UNDERLYINGSLEEPINESS
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